
How to Engage Your Visitors With New Technology

Location Based Content

Using Location-Based Content to Meet Visitors Needs

How can you use location-based content to meet visitor needs?

Use the section below to identify visitor needs and different location-based content that

can fulfil visitor needs. We have created an example for you. 

Visitor Needs: Location Based Content:

e.g Visitors need to know waiting times

for attractions 

e.g Can show info about waiting times

when people are near attractions and

suggest alternative attractions based

on the person's location

Creating Gamified Content

Creating a gamified app! 

(AR) also known as Augmented Reality is based on the real world, and enhances your experience of

what is around you by adding digital elements. Augmented Reality often relies on a live experience.

A great (although somewhat old) example of Augmented Reality is Pokemon Go which uses digital

elements to gamify the visitor experience of a location, as they walk around.

On the other hand, (VR) also known as Virtual Reality is a complete immersion experience that does

not rely on the real world. VR headsets allow the user to be completely immersed in a digital

experience whether that is a 360 video of a real location or a fictional world experience.

Both VR and AR can be amazing tools for destinations to use at all stages of the visitor journey

whether it is to give potential visitors a convincing taste of an amazing destination, or to enhance the

visitor experience when they are already there. 

Using the section below, identify challenges you may face in implementing new technologies in your

destination and what you can do to overcome them. 

This template shows 4 examples of destinations who used technology to implement innovative strategies to engage with their visitors. 

Case Studies 

Amsterdam used a gamified approach to tackle overtourism in their destination, displaying live waiting-times for

popular attractions on its website. This allowed tourists a better planning of their stay and directed people away

from the busiest attractions avoiding long lines and overcrowding. 

How could you use a similar approach in your destination?

Case Study 2: Laax and Gamification

LAAX developed the "Inside LAAX" App, which allowed visitors to book their stay and their meals as well as

gamifying the visitor experience. LAAX does this by creating Leaderboards that allow visitors to compare their

statistics and compete with both friends and strangers. This creates a fun competitive experience and

encourages visitors to connect with each other, make new friends, take on new challenges so they get the most

out of their stay.

How could you use a similar approach in your destination?

Case Study 3: Timescope and Pastview

Augmented reality companies Timescope and Pastview are two examples of how you can use augmented

reality to create visitor experiences and improve existing products in the destination.

Paris-based Timescope has installed around the city of Paris some observation stations that let visitors

experience the city as it was in the past.

The Spanish Pastview, instead, provides guided tours of Sevilla in which visitors can see how the city looked like

in the past thanks to special AR glasses.

How could you use a similar approach in your destination?

Case Study 4: Augmented reality in Oslo and Belfast

Visit Oslo has created an app for the AR character of the Norwegian playwriter Henrik Ibsen. Through the use of

augmented reality, they were able to recreate a virtual version of the writer so that visitors can listen to the

character reading pieces from his famous plays and poems around the city of Oslo.

Belfast hosts the Titanic exhibition centre. Outside the exhibition, there is a floor diagram that marks where the

ship once stood. From a visitor experience viewpoint, though, it is not very engaging. Augmented Reality, in this

case, represents a great solution that could improve the visitor experience and engage tourists through

technology: imagine bringing the Titanic back to life virtually and being able to explore its interior!

How could you use a similar approach in your destination?

What is location based content?

Location-based content allows you to use Bluetooth points with an app on your visitor's phone to send them specific

content based on their location. This can be amazingly helpful within destinations as it allows to deliver specific

content to your visitors, enhancing their experiences - such as information on local historical buildings and sites, as

well as practical information such as attraction opening times and waiting times. 

Finding opportunities for location based content

Using the themes laid out in the diagram down below, write down where there are opportunities for creating

location-based content. 
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What is Gamified Content?

Using the themes laid out in the venn diagram down below, write down where there are

oppertunities for gamification in your destination. 
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Niche Audiences

Finding Opportunites for Gamification

Picking a theme from the venn diagram above, have a go at designing your own

gamified experience within an app for your destination. 

What is the theme of the app?

What aspect is gamified?

How does it encourage visitors to

interact with your destination?

How can it encourage visitors to

interact with each other?

Using AR and VR

AR and VR! What Is The Difference?

How can you use XR in your Destination?

Using the grid below identify possible opportunites for AR and VR in your destination.

Augmented Reality Virtual RealityPotetntial Themes

History and Heritage 

Art and Culture 

Food and Drink

Overcoming Challenges Presented By New Technology

Challenges Solutions

Case Study 1. Amsterdam Live Lines  Location-based content allows you to use Bluetooth points with an app on your visitor's phone to send them specific

content based on their location. This can be amazingly helpful within destinations as it allows to deliver specific

content to your visitors, enhancing their experiences - such as information on local historical buildings and sites, as

well as practical information such as attraction opening times and waiting times. 

Read about the 4 cases and think how you can apply the same technology in your destination.

Click on the titles to learn more about the case studies...

Sketch
 it!
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